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Abstract. The concept of infinity had, in ancient times, an indistinguishable development between mathematics and philosophy. We could
also say that his real birth and development was in Magna Graecia, the
ancient South of Italy, and it is surprising that we find, in that time,
a notable convergence not only of the mathematical and philosophical
point of view, but also of what resembles the first “computational approach” to “infinitely” or very large numbers by Archimedes. On the
other hand, since the birth of philosophy in ancient Greece, the concept
of infinite has been closely linked with that of contradiction and, more
precisely, with the intellectual effort to overcome contradictions present
in an account of Totality as fully grounded. The present work illustrates
the ontological and epistemological nature of the paradoxes of the infinite, focusing on the theoretical framework of Aristotle, Kant and Hegel,
and connecting the epistemological issues about the infinite to concepts
such as the continuum in mathematics.
Keywords: Infinite · Pythagorean School · Greek Philosophy · Grossone
· Unimaginable numbers.

1

Introduction

“Mathematics is the science of infinity” says the very famous sentence of Hermann Weyl, 1930 (see [55, pag.17]). And a quite surprising fact is that the
South of Italy, in particular Calabria and Sicily, played a historic role of the
highest importance in the development of the idea of infinity in mathematics
and philosophy, disciplines that at the time were often not distinguishable in
many respects. One could almost say that the infinite from the mathematicalphilosophical point of view was born in Magna Graecia as well as from the
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computational point of view, in fact, “unimaginable numbers” were born in the
Greek colonies of Sicily by the greatest mathematician of antiquity, Archimedes
of Syracuse. It is therefore very interesting to investigate how the concept of
infinity was born, developed and evolved on the border between mathematics
and philosophy and this is what the present paper wants to do, at least in part.
A further coincidence is that recent speculations on the idea and use of infinity,
in mathematics but not only, once again see Calabria as the protagonist, as we
will see later.
From Section 2, we will analyze and explain why the idea of the infinite
has always been perceived as a contradiction in relation with the philosophical
and scientific necessity of systematizing the entire reality within a complete and
univocal set of measures and forces. Such a contradiction took two forms:
1 - The idea of infinite as a being which pushes itself beyond any given limit
in size or time. Once one assumes an infinite being, there is no longer a way to
hypothesize a “center” in order to univocally identify the position of the parts
in the existent, nor there is a way to understand a foundation which explains
being in its entirety, since entirety can never be comprehended and, therefore,
led back to one picture or principle.
2 - The idea of infinite as a process which pushes itself beyond any given limit
in size or time. This is the case of the infinite divisibility of matter or of time.
Similarly to the preceding case, there is no way to identify a unity of measure
(such as integer numbers) through which to construct the entire reality: there
will always be a possible incommensurability.
In the last sections we will see that modern philosophy and mathematics because of the necessity of supposing both discrete unities of measure and a
continuum matter and irrational numbers - cannot overcome this conceptual
short circuit which leads to the paradox of the infinite (in which, because of the
recalled incommensurability, the infinite processes imply that the “part” is as
large as the “whole”). Idealistic philosophy, instead, disarms such a concept of
infinity by considering it as an intellectual trap and as an unimportant process
from a dialectical or “pragmatic” point of view. The issue becomes to create
a convention which puts in harmony all human experiences indifferently to a
possible infinite process.

2

The infinite as an ontological problem and the limitless
size

The need to resolve contradictions in ancient philosophy is the one which is most
linked to the typically philosophical necessity of outlining the Totality, that is to
say of finding out the unique, original reason or ground (arche) which can explain
the existence and the behavior of “everything”. The occurrence of a contradiction
stays in the fact that if something remains unexplained and unconnected to the
rest of totality the very notion of knowledge of totality and episteme as pursued
by philosophy collapses (see, for instance, [14, 17, 52, 56]). This can happen if not
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everything can be reduced to one principle and we need at least two disconnected
ones to make sense of phenomena, or if not all becoming can be explained with
one principle. Such an unexplained differences would be arbitrary gaps which
would deprive philosophy (or epistemology) of its ultimate goal: to trace the
rational origin of reality in order to inscribe all its aspects within “the sense of
the Whole”. This goal is not at all extraneous to the intrinsic nature of modern
science and physics - for instance, in its effort to locate elements which are more
and more fundamental and to ultimately unify all physical laws into one great
theory (theory of everything, see [21, 23]).
Pythagoras was maybe the first philosopher mathematician who really had to
deal with the concept of infinite and with the disruption of the idea of a “structured whole” which its existence entails. Pythagorean mathematics is based on
the idea of “discontinuity”, as it is exclusively anchored in integer numbers and,
therefore, the increase of a magnitude proceeds by “discontinuous leaps”. In such
a worldview all objects were constituted by a finite number of monads, particles similar to atoms. Two magnitudes could be expressed by an integer number and were mutually commensurable, they admitted a common denominator.
Pythagorean thought will be put in crisis by the discovery of incommensurable
magnitudes (that is to say, which do not admit a common denominator), developed within the school itself as the relationship between diagonal and side of a
square resulted to be irrational, and safeguarded as an unspeakable secret. This
entailed that diagonal and side are composed not by a finite amount of points,
but by infinite points: for the first time actual infinite and not only potential
infinite was discussed.
Within this conceptual framework, the idea of infinite becomes an issue in
several senses, which are strongly interrelated. The simplest of these senses is
infinite as what pushes itself beyond any given limit in size or time. Can an
“infinite” size (or time) be considered consistent with the - metaphysical or
even physical - necessity of postulating a Totality which must be, at least in
principle, wholly grounded? Is it more consistent to suppose a finite universe,
with the danger of a possible call for “something which would always be beyond
its Whole”, or to envisage an infinite one, with the risk of the impossibility to
make sense of a Being which is never complete and, thus, never totally established
by one rational foundation? This last is the objection put forward by the Eleatic
Parmenides, for whom Being is eternal in the sense of being without past and
future, because it cannot come from not-being, but it is hypothesized as a finite
sphere - as opposed to the idea of his disciple Melissus. For Parmenides Being
is also immutable: becoming can never be rationally justified from the existence
of the necessary one original founding ground, because the alteration of this
“one” should be explained by another principle otherwise it would be arbitrary
and contradictory, and such a double principle should be explained by another
original principle and so on. Becoming must only be explained as an illusion. The
ultimate paradox of the infinite stays here. If you suppose its existence - in the
extension of time and space or in the divisibility of time and space - you cannot
hypothesize an original element which explains why reality organizes itself in a
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certain way or in another. In fact, if you suppose an infinity divisibility of time
and space you cannot locate or imagine such an original element, and if you
suppose an infinite extension of time or space you can never ensure the entire
consistency of time and space with the structure dictated by such an element.
On the other hand, if you suppose the non-existence of the infinite, it would be
impossible to explain why a Being stops being, or why a certain force stops acting
(in its capacity to divide matter or time). The latter case can only be explained
by the existence of two counterposed original elements, but their contraposition
would remain unexplained, betraying the very aim of episteme and science.

3

Infinite as infinite divisibility of a certain size or time
and the problem of continuum

While Parmenides, maybe the first philosopher to clearly recognize the question
above, disarms the paradox of the infinite by excluding - as an “illusion” - the
possibility of time, becoming, alteration, infinity but even of something outside
the sphere of being (not preventing some logical inconsistency), Aristotle philosophy tries to circumvents the paradox by accepting the duplicity of the original
element. In his case, they are “form” and “matter”. The “ground” which for
the Stagirite is at the basis of ontology, in fact, does not concern so much the
mere physical and material constituents of being as, rather, the formal principles
which imprint the underline indefinite matter and which build individuals and
characters of reality. First of all, in the Aristotelian ontology this formal principle can stand “on its own” in the sense that a form, an identity of a primary
substance is complete and it does not draw its characters or existence from other
structures. Also, primary substances, which correspond to the individuals, are
not mere aggregates of their parts. To stand on its own, in this case, does not
mean that substance cannot change. Substance can be generated, altered and
corrupted by means of a “substantial transformation” (that is to say through
the process in which an individual assumes or loses its form on or from its matter - which is, in turn, an union of another form and another matter until the
indefinite primary matter in reached).
The transformations of substances are explained by the four interpretative
causes, material, efficient, formal and final one, with the final cause being the
crucially prevalent one in explaining the existence and change of things, as clarified in Physics II and in Parts of Animals I. The causes, in fact, are ultimately
explained as an irresistible tension which the worldly matter has towards the
supreme immobile mover, a de facto divinity which has, for Aristotle, the same
qualities of the Eleatic Being and act as final cause of everything. Aristotle, like
Plato before him, solves the paradox of movement by assuming a necessary “axiomatic” duplicity of first principle, in his case the supreme first mover and indeterminate matter which continuously needs to be “informed”; a duplicity which
explains the relentless finalistic tension which corresponds to becoming. Indeed,
Aristotle’s metaphysics presents the interesting characteristic of interpreting all
kinds of movements, included division and enlargement, as expression of a final-
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istic push which is itself the tension between the two “fundamental archai” of
Being: in this way the contradiction of the existence of movement, division or
alteration which the necessity of a unique ground brings is sterilized. Further,
one of these two “principles” seems to be, for the Stagirite, only a principle in
a negative sense, interpretable as an absence of a definite form (see Physics,
204a8–204a16, and Metaphysics, IX.6, 1048a–b, in [4, Vol. I]).
Such a theoretical scenario entails one important thing: Aristotle cannot be
interested in infinite division of a magnitude (and in the infinite backward reduction it implies) as an action corresponding per se to an attempt to locate
the Origin. The prospect of an infinite reduction is theoretically unimportant
because the transformations in which its steps consist (as every kind of transformation) would already be a reflection and a function of what is for him the
arche, the tension towards immobile mover. The ontological gaps (in the sense
explained in the previous section) which a similar series of actions manifests are
already anyway “endless”; in the sense that the inevitable existence of matter
- the “second principle” - makes the tension towards perfection endless. What
really counts from a scientific and an ontological point of view is, therefore, the
comprehension of the nature - that is to say of the causes - of the daily phenomena and their ultimate direction. The existence of infinite division is therefore
ontologically relevant in the possible daily progression of its stages (infinite in
potentiality), not in its concept as “already actually present” (infinite in actuality), which stops being idealized.
Such a rational solution is no longer possible in the philosophical era which
Severino characterizes for the dissolution of the cohesion of “certainty” and
“truth” (see [52, vol. II]). Modern philosophy, from Descartes to Kant included,
introduced the opposition between “certainty” and “truth”: the majority of
philosophers had to deal with the fact that what appears rational to human
thought may be at odds with what is outside it. Kant fulfills this attitude by
claim in that the chain of conditions, and also the world, are a subjective representations and their epistemological value stays in how we manage - by means
of sensibility and understanding, the subjective categories - to build a consistent
picture of experience. Reason is still an arbiter of empirical truths, useful to
assess consistency and harmony of the set of concepts which our understanding
produces. But outside experience it does not make sense to rationally argue for
one solution or the other of the aporia earlier recalled, for finitude or for infinity
of original conditions and constituents: it is outside human reaching, for instance,
to verify whether a series of causes is actually infinite, such a totality is never to
be met with in experience, it’s only the “natural attitude” of human reason to
relentlessly chase this task (see [28, pag. 460-461]). As a consequence, the first
two antinomies of pure reason involve the very issue of infinity in relation to
entirety: “Thesis 1: The world has a beginning in time, and is also limited as
regards space. Antithesis 1: The world has no beginning, and no limits in space;
it is infinite as regards both time and space. Thesis 2: Every composite substance
in the world is made up of simple parts, and nothing anywhere exists save the
simple or what is composed of the simple. Antithesis 2: No composite thing in the
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world is made up of simple parts, and there nowhere exists in the world anything
simple.” (See [36, pag. 48] and also [5, 6].)

This coincides to the fact that Kant’s philosophy cannot outflank the paradoxes of the infinite or, better to say, he cannot propose a theory of knowledge
which metaphysically or even existentially systematizes the world. Once the faculties of reason are limited in their scrutiny of radical backward causes and ontological elements by the inevitable gap between certainty and truth, one cannot
claim any definitive solution to potential contradictions. Theoretical reason and
categories cannot embrace the knowledge of the first cause and of the totality and, consequently, of the solutions to the paradoxes of the infinite.

Modern mathematics and modern philosophy seem to share the impossibility to rationally unarm the tension caused by the existence of something which
is incommensurable to the notion of entireness and complete systematicity. As
hinted before, if one supposes an infinity divisibility of time and space one cannot locate or imagine an original element which structures the fabric of reality
with its regularities, and if one supposes an infinite extension of time or space
it can never been ensured the entire consistency of time and space with the
structure dictated by such an element. In mathematics such a problem corresponds with that of the continuum. If empirical reality is rationally perceived as
a “continuum” both in its temporal or spatial extension and in its subdivision,
in other words, you can always pick and isolate a further fragment of magnitude
which disrupts what has been systematized so far in term of relations among
different magnitudes to picture the structure of reality, without rationality being legitimate in restricting such a process with a justifications which has not
empirical bases. All this makes reciprocal commensurability among unities of
measures and imagines of completeness impossible. Hence the paradox of the
infinite whereby the part is as “large” as the entire. Mathematics and modern
philosophy issues may be synthesized in this way. The character of the incommensurable to entireness and complete systematicity is brought, in mathematics,
by the very necessity of systematicity to compare and measure reciprocally incommensurable magnitudes and, in modern philosophy, by the necessity not to
resort to ideal rational hypotheses in the origin of Being to contain the logical
infinite ontological processes explained in this article.

Because of the existence of the continuum in mathematics and physics, you
cannot get rid of the “actual” infinite because you cannot get rid of the incommensurable. Therefore you cannot do without supposing an “already happened
infinite approach” which converges to a measure, in order to “perfectly” measure
things - as opposed to Aristotle. Limits, or better series, are a way to explicit that
entire, structurally finite magnitude to which the sum of some infinite fragments
is convergent.
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Infinite as a “convention” and the conventional
resolutions to the contradiction

Infinite has also been thought as resolution to the intellectual and existential discomfort which derives from the finitude of things within becoming. This position
has been adopted, in the history of philosophy, first by pre-Socractic thinkers
who did not have yet a clear account of the paradox of the infinite as described
above and, secondly, by idealistic philosophers such as Hegel who decided that
the only way to circumvent such a paradox is to resort to the acceptation of
“conventions” as ontologically valid. In other words, infinite is the character
of the totality of being once we have given a reason to the chaotic turning up
of differences, to the apparent contradictions and all kinds of obstacles which
make our experience of the world appear full of uncomfortable discrepancies.
A similar rationalization aims at finding the intrinsic harmony of things, so to
show the ground, the origin (arche) which accounts for their coming into beings
and, therefore, describes the Totality as the very Logic of their opposition. A
Logic which, taken “in itself”, is not limited to one contingent thing, it does
not find arbitrary discrepancies: it is unlimited, like a circle. The philosopher
who manages to be aware of that is able to experience the non-contradiction of
existence. The rational unity of all things is infinite, therefore, in the sense that
it never presents a particular which is impossible to make sense of, and therefore
it cannot contemplate a feeling of limit or restriction due to a contradiction: it
is always already “full of Being”. Such a conception of infinite and arche first
appears in Greek philosophy in Anaximander and his idea of apeiron (see [53]),
the original identity of all things which is without peculiar determinations and,
thus, “without boundaries”. It was famously elaborated by Heraclitus and his
emphasis on the strive of oppositions as the logic principle of reality (see [27,
29]) and it will be, as we will see, a crucial feature of Hegel’s idealism.
German idealism - and its major representative, Hegel - introduces an innovative insight to modern philosophy: “construction” is real, what seems to be
the fruit of human mind or human culture is the expression, the reflection or,
even, an active part of the rational structure of reality and of its logic. From this
point of view it does not make any sense to distinguish between “empirical” and
“metaphysical” construction as everything draws its “epistemo-logical dignity”
from its being a logical or “practical” passage which contributes to harmonize
and rationalize experience. With Hegel we meet the conceptions of the infinite
as “rationalization” which aims at finding the intrinsic harmony of things, so
to show the origin which accounts for their coming into beings and, therefore,
describes the Totality as the very Logic of their opposition. Being infinite, in this
sense, is the character of the idealistic Absolute and its ontological sense is the
very opposite of the infinite as a limitless addition of finite aspects of reality. To
continue adding an element to a concept or to a magnitude without elaborating
a rational synthesis of the sense of its coming into being or of its telos - and the
other parts of reality means to maintain a certain “arbitrary” discrepancy. The
infinite series of this concept is what Hegel calls “bad infinity” (see [24]).
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The contradiction between the necessity to find a first condition to make
our conception of the world “complete” on the one hand and the necessity not
to “arbitrarily stop” without reason to a certain element (proper of a world
which is continuum) on the other hand should be synthesized by the idea of
the universe as eternal (without time) and “circular” as rationally explained
in itself, as the existence of a feature is always explained as the synthesis of a
previous apparent discrepancy, without the need to resort to a condition which is
out of the already “existent” dialectic of beings. If a thought manages to invent
an instrument which makes sense of a process, harmonize its meaning with the
surroundings without resorting to virtually infinite actions, such a thought is real
and rational. Even if the cosmological problem is not central to Hegel’s reflection,
his dialectics brings to the non-necessity of an infinite research of spatial and
temporal limits or conditions. As he says in the Science of Logic, “the image of
true infinity, bent back onto itself, becomes the circle” (see [24, pag. 149, §302]).
The most original and pregnant insight of Hegel’s rationalization of reality
is that it does not matter, for dialectical speculation, how many “finite” and
irrational characters are present in a certain context, or how deep a contradiction
is structured in a concept. Since the aim of philosophy - and, therefore, of human
existence - is to make thought and Being coincide (see [15]) and since thought and
Being are not two separate entities, any practical convention which fulfills the
task of making such irrational characters unimportant and of making our acting
and experience “satisfactory” has the dignity of a real character of reality. One
way to “synthesize” the necessity of modern mathematics calculus of resorting
to the concept of incommensurability between magnitudes - and, thus, of limits
and “actual” infinite - and the necessity of logic and common sense to avoid
the relative paradoxes is the concept of grossone, proposed by Sergeyev. The
grossone appears to be what has just be named as a conventional systematization
which interprets the infinite as an Entire in order to outflank its contradictions,
and which consciously overlooks the fact of its being constituted by “infinite
finitudes” because practically unimportant - and for this reason “irrational” in
a dialectical sense - in the context of its applications.
Sergeyev starts from a literary interpretation of the principle “the part is
less than the whole” and he applies it both to finite and, especially, infinite
quantities, in strong contrast with the conception of Cantor’s infinite, for which
the infinite processes imply that the “part” is as large as the “whole”. As we
have seen, Idealistic philosophy too, agrees with such a principle that leads to
a “multiple concept of infinity”, that results also in accord with the dialectical
or “pragmatic” point of view. At the University of Calabria, in the early 2000,
Y. Sergeyev began to develop his idea of an infinite with good computational
properties and, at the same time, easy to use at every level, from schools to
academic research. In a few words, Sergeyev developed a new computational
system based on two fundamental units or “atoms”: the ordinary unit 1 to generate finite quantities as the familiar natural or integer numbers, and a new
infinite unit, named “grossone”, to generate infinite and infinitesimal numbers.
For example, [40, 42, 45, 48, 50] are introductory surveys to this new system and
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the book [41] is also written in a popular way and well understandable for high
school students. This new computational methodology has even been applied in a
number of areas both in mathematics, applied sciences, philosophy, and recently
also in mathematical education. For instance, optimization and numerical differentiation ([1, 16, 20, 35, 44, 46, 51]), calculus of probabilities and geometry ([13,
33, 34]), fractals and complex systems ([3, 8, 9, 12, 18, 19, 43, 47, 49]), supertasks
([39]), didactic experimentations ([2, 26, 38]), and others.
The peculiar main characteristic of the grossone, that leads it to a growing
diffusion, is probably his double nature of infinite number, but with the behavior
of an ordinary natural one. This intrinsic characteristic is in fact the basis of
several of its properties among which we recall, since this article deals with
paradoxes from different points of view, the ability to solve some of them focused
on the infinite. For example, consider what is probably the most famous of them,
the Hilbert’s paradox of the Grand Hotel, which was designed to highlight the
strange properties of the infinite countable cardinality ℵ0 in the Cantorian sense.
Even when the hotel is full, it is always possible to host a finite or infinite
countable number of new guests by moving the present guests in the hotel in
a suitable manner.4 This leads to many semantic problems at various levels, as
well as questions of a logical nature. To take a simple example, it is sufficient just
to consider the semantics of the word “full”: commonly, if a tank or container is
full it is not possible to add more. Adopting the grossone system instead, such
kinds of paradoxes are avoided because a hotel with ¬ rooms cannot accept
other guests when it is full (see for instance [41, Section 3.4]).
Another example, of different nature, that yields a paradox is the following,
known as the Thompson lamp paradox.
Example 1 (The Thompson lamp paradox). Given a lamp, assume that we turn
it on at time zero and turn it off after 1/2 minute, then we turn it on after 1/4
minute and turn it back off again after 1/8 minute, and so on, by acting on the
switch to each successive power of 1/2. At the end of a minute, will the lamp be
on or off? This puzzle was originally proposed by the philosopher J.F. Thompson
in 1954 to analyze the possibility of completing a supertask, i.e. a larger task
made up of an infinite number of simple tasks (see [54]).
Note that the classical geometric series of common ratio 1/2 and starting
from 1/2 converges to 1, in symbols
+∞  t
X
1
t=1

2

= 1,

(1)

hence in a minute the switch will be moved infinitely many times (admitting that
this is possible) and the question above has no answer. Using the grossone-based
system, it is offered in [41, Section 3.4] the solution that the lamp is “off” after
one minute, and it is essentially due to the parity of grossone.
4

If there are n new guests the simplest choice is to use the function IN → IN, m 7→ m+
n, instead, in case of an infinite countable number, the function IN → IN, m 7→ 2m
(see [22, 41]).
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We propose here a more detailed interpretation: the switch will have the first
2
motion at the time zero, the second at the time 21 , the third at the time 12 + 12 ,
2
n−1
and the n-th at the time 12 + 21 + . . . + 12
. We recall that a sequential
process, in Sergeyev’s theory, cannot have more than ¬ steps, hence the last
action on the switch, i.e. the ¬-th action, will be made at the time
− 1  t
¬X
1
t=1

2

= −1 +

− 1  t
¬X
1
2

t=0

= −1 +

1
2

1−
1
2

¬

 ¬ − 1
1
= 1−
2

(cf. Eq. (1)). In other words this means that the last action on the switch will
be made at an infinitesimal time before the end of the minute, more precisely

1 ¬−1
minute before, and from this moment on, the switch will remain off
2
(hence it will be off as well at the time 1 minute).
Sergeyev, by means of an “infinite” which behaves as an ordinary natural finite number, disarms the anarchy of the continuum. Such an “anarchy” springs
from the absence of a limit in a process of division of space or time - or in the
growth of a size, absence which is the reason why you cannot locate an original
element which can justify a univocal system of references capable of ultimately
describing the features of reality or which is the same thing of “creating a stable totality”. This infinite process of addition of “fragments of finitude” is what
create the inconvenience whereby the “part is as big as the entire” and the consequent impossibility to systematize the entire. To sterilize such a process means
to conventionally set aside the traditional and problematic sense of the infinite
to embrace what idealistic philosophy and Hegel refers to as “true infinite” (see
[24]), that is to say a practical convention which makes thought and experience
more fluid and comforting (without ontological “finitudes”). “Infinite” is here
used, of course, in a completely unusual acceptation if compared to its common
mathematical meaning. The function of grossone is therefore the same as a dialectical (in a philosophical sense) device which ensures that our approach to a
certain concept is deprived of discrepancies: we perceive it without ontological
“limits” in the sense that we do not find compromising alteration or obstacle in
its logic.
Unimaginable numbers5 seem to respond to the same pragmatic and, therefore, ontological necessity: even if they does not contemplate actually “infinite”
quantities, they give “form” to numbers which are as large as to question their
5

The unimaginable numbers are numbers extremely large so that they cannot be
written through the common scientific notation (also using towers of exponents) and
are behind every power of imagination. To write them some special notations have
been developed, the most known of them is Knuth’s up-arrow notation (see [30]). A
brief introduction to these numbers can be found in [10], while more information is
contained in [7, 11, 25].
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commensurability to a rational systematization of our picture of reality, generating the same discomfort of “relentless process” as an infinite process does. But
from a closer point of view, these notions can assume a more specific ontological
connotation, which communicate with Aristotle’s approach as we have already
hinted.
We have seen how Aristotle is not interested in infinite division of a magnitude
(and in the infinite backward reduction it implies) as an action corresponding
per se to an attempt to locate the Origin. The prospect of an infinite reduction is
theoretically unimportant for him because the transformations in which its steps
consist (as every kind of transformation for Aristotle’s philosophy) would already
be a function of what is the arche, the tension towards immobile mover, the de
facto divinity external to the empirical perimeter, at the origin of al causes.
Aristotle’s philosophy can afford to outflank the issues about the infinite
because to conceive it would be impossible and redundant since this very idea is
incommensurable to the idea of first cause and first principle, whose action will
always be “in progress”. The infinite is always only potential, never actual.
The rejection of an ontological hypostatization of the concept of the infinite
is also confirmed in its relation to the notion of substance. The infinite is not
a formal principle which “is” in the primary sense of the term, it is not a substance whose structure cannot be divided because if so it would lose its unique
and original identity: it is an accident which can be “divided” and may potentially happen and be altered by applying to completely different circumstances:
“it is impossible that the infinite should be a thing which is in itself infinite,
separable from sensible objects. If the infinite is neither a magnitude nor an aggregate, but is itself a substance and not an accident, it will be indivisible; for
the divisible must be either a magnitude or an aggregate. But if indivisible, then
not infinite, except in the way in which the voice is invisible. But this is not
the way in which it is used by those who say that the infinite exists, nor that in
which we are investigating it, namely as that which cannot be gone through.”6
The infinite is reduced to what we would call today “an idea in a Kantian sense”
- with the difference that, as said, its paradoxes does not even have a crucial
role in the determination of ultimate metaphysical truths: “the infinite does not
exist potentially in the sense that it will ever actually have separate existence;
it exists potentially only for knowledge. For the fact that the process of dividing
never comes to an end ensures that this activity exists potentially, but not that
the infinite exists separately.”7 Similarly, the unimaginable numbers can be interpreted as an idea in “a Kantian sense”, having only a regulatory function in
the sense that they own a linguistic and rational denotation and can give a sensible, “reasonable” context to the regularities which we ordinarily experiences, but
that will never actually exist because no thoughts or no computing machine will
never be able to “see” (or even think) them. Obviously, in the logical context of
modern mathematics, the idea of original immobile mover is note relevant as the
6
7

See Physics, 204a8-204a16, in [4, Vol. I].
See Metaphysics, IX.6, 1048a-b, in [4, Vol. I].
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concept of “natural number”, which share with the first one a similar regulatory
theoretical (and, therefore, pragmatic) “action”.

5

Conclusions

The sense of the introduction of grossone into a mathematical formula cannot be
reduce to a “technical stratagem”, and to understand it it is necessary to understand the ontological relevance of the problem of the infinite in the context of a
consistent picture of the world which any discipline try to achieve. In this paper
we have seen how the original philosophical effort to comprehend the entireness
of reality, both in the sense of its fundamental elements which justify its structure and in the sense of the “total amount” of its features, inevitably clashes
with the problem that the process of locating these elements or this totality can
be thought as without an end. This problem produces the paradox whereby a
“part” of reality can contain as many amounts of hypothetical “fundamental
elements” or features as the entire. This is an issue which belongs to ontology in
a broad sense as to mathematics and its elements in a more specific acceptation,
since mathematics - in order to work and to be applied to “experience” - has to
create its specific reality consistent in its entireness and in its axioms. One of the
solutions to this philosophical paradox elaborated by modern philosophy is to
take this problem as a very “problem of thought”, making reality coincide with
our very conception of reality and with our practical and cultural instruments.
In this sense, for Hegel’s philosophy, reality is dialectical not “for our thought”:
reality coincides with our thought and vice versa, and any ontological problem is
reduced to a problem of internal consistency and contradiction. But if thought
and reality are two sides of the same coin, then to create a logic which allows our
thought to work with the “reality” of a discipline without any logical arrest or
short circuit which would generate practical issues is to create a new dialectical
advance in reality - or, at least, in the reality internal to our discipline. The
innovation of grossone is that it seems to engage with such a task in the context
of the paradoxes of the infinite, by proposing an explicitly “conventional” notion which challenges the very necessity of the ontological mathematical turmoil
experienced so far.
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